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and popular reading and is for that very reason such a fantastic read Menon knows her stuff and although I personally 
do not like the exclamation marks and little asides in footnotes these are very minor criticisms of what is otherwise a 
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rarity a work of scholarly integrity that is nevertheless accessible a A bold and wide ranging book that re orders 
contemporary society For Nivedita Menon feminism is not about a moment of final triumph over patriarchy but about 
the gradual transformation of the social field so decisively that old markers shift forever From sexual harassment 
charges against international figures to the challenge that caste politics poses to feminism from feminist dilemmas 
regarding commercial surrogacy to the Shah Bano case from queer politics About the Author Nivedita Menon teaches 
Political Thought at Jawaharlal Nehru University Delhi Her previous books include Recovering Subversion Feminist 
Politics Beyond the Law an edited volume Sexualities 2007 and Power and Contestation India after 1989 
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